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Abstract
We describe the global behavior of the dynamics of a particle bouncing down an inclined staircase. For small inclina-
tions all orbits eventually stop (independent of the initial condition). For large enough inclinations all orbits end up
accelerating indefinitely (also independent of the initial conditions). There is an interval of inclinations positive length
between these two. In that interval the behavior of an orbit depends on its initial condition. In addition to stopping
and accelerating orbits, there are also orbits with speeds bounded away from both zero and infinity. A second hallmark
of the dynamics is that the orbits going at a finite (but non-zero) average speed tend to have close to constant speed.
In the setting of this model these phenomena are robust in the sense that they are independent of the ‘ruggedness’ of
the staircase and of the coefficients of restitution that govern the energy loss at each bounce.
The behavior just described matches up well with physical observations of single particles falling down a rough
slope as well as measurements in laboratory controlled avalanches. This (and the robustness of the results) suggests
that many-particle systems (avalanches) behave in similar ways as our low-dimensional model.
1 Introduction
One major difficulty of impact dynamics, is that bit is not continuous and for that reason very little of its global
dynamics is known. Impact systems and related systems (such as the buck converter, granular media) have a very
wide applicability. For example it has been estimated ([31]) that half of the products of the chemical industry are in
granular form. But relatively little is known about the global aspects of its dynamics.
In this work we investigate an impact system with remarkable properties. It is a highly idealized model of the
dynamics of a grain going down a pile of granular material, its motion driven by gravity. A major motivation for this
model came from the study of avalanches and its relation with granular dynamics. The idealization consists of a point
particle falling down a inclined staircase. Related low-dimensional models are discussed in [40], [5], and [42]. Those
models are either simplifications of the current one and can be fully analyzed, or are limiting cases (in [5]). While
these other models exhibit interesting behavior, and in fact compare well with some physical experiments as in the
case of [39], they do not have the behavior that we describe now and that is characteristic for avalanches of granular
material.
The model studied here is simple enough so that it is accessible by analytical methods. But it also sufficiently
complicated that its dynamics is non-trivial and interesting; in fact, substantial questions remain to be answered.
Nonetheless, we argue that this superficially very simple low-dimensional dynamical system mimics the behavior of
physical avalanches in at least two important aspects.
In experimental granular systems (such as dry sand) it turns out that when one pours it on a pile, there is a
well-defined interval of angles with the following properties (see [20]). Below the smallest angle of the interval, called
the angle of repose, avalanches tend not to occur. The largest angle is called the angle of maximal stability; above it
an avalanche will always diminish the local slope. The model we discuss exhibits a dynamics that is very reminiscent
of this. The main parameter is the angle of inclination φ of the staircase (see Figure 2.1). Indeed we argue that
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1. for values of φ below a certain threshold φ∞, a falling particle will eventually always stop,
2. while for angles bigger than a threshold φs > φ∞ the particle always accelerates (as in an avalanche), such that
its velocity tends to infinity.
3. In the interval in between these, both are possible, as are orbits with velocities bounded away from both zero
and infinity. In this case the ultimate behavior depends on the initial condition.
Thus we see that this peculiar behavior of many-particle avalanches, is also a characteristic of our single particle model.
In the setting of this model these phenomena are robust in the sense that they are independent of the ‘ruggedness’ of
the staircase and of the coefficients of restitution that govern the energy loss at each bounce.
The second remarkable aspect about this system with physical implications is that it appears to have a strong
preference for (bounded) orbits that are closely related to circle rotations. The system has a certain tendency to select
orbits whose speed is close to constant. This implies that particles going at the same average speed in an avalanche
tend to have nearly constant velocity. In this way the number of collisions between particles in an avalanche are
minimized as well as their relative momentum when they do collide. Both of these factors mean that energy loss due
collision between particles is minimal.
Commonly this kind of phenomenology is studied in the context of — and thus associated with — large numbers
of interacting particles (see [14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 28, 26]). In these studies one of the main questions is, what is the
distribution of the sizes of the avalanches? Important exceptions are [16, 26, 36, 35] and related models such as [2] for
sand transportation by wind. Due to technical difficulties even in the detailed modeling for the single particle problem
(see for instance [17, 19]), these results are numerical or experimental in nature.
Non-smooth dynamics is a broad research area attracting the interest of an increasing number of mathematicians,
physicians and mechanical engineers. The reason for this growing interest is, on the one hand, the ubiquity of this type
of processes in the applications and, on the other hand, that a general theoretical frame is far from being available
if compared with the theory of smooth dynamical systems. Most, if not all, powerful theorems require the system to
have some regularity (continuity if not differentiability). This provides us with another powerful motivation to study
such systems in depth about which very little is known in general.
Mathematically, a non-smooth process is described by a differential system with discontinuities. Following [27],
discontinuous systems can be classified into three types according to their degree of discontinuity:
1. Systems with a discontinuous Jacobian: the vector field is continuous but not differentiable. An example is the
asymmetric oscillator (see for instance [1, 33] and the references therein), which is a relevant model to understand
oscillations of suspension bridges [25].
2. Differential systems with a discontinuous right hand side. The vector field is discontinuous and the solutions
must be understood in the sense of Filippov [13]. Some examples are the oscillators with dry friction [8, 9, 24]
or switching systems like de DCDC-buck converter [32].
3. Systems with discontinuities in the state, like impacting systems with velocity reversals. The model studied in
this paper falls into this category. Theoretically, the study of this type of systems presents the difficulty that
there is not a well-established theory about existence and prolongation of solutions. Models with impacts appear
naturally in a wide range of applications like particle accelerators [12], dynamics of structures under the action
of earthquakes [19] or percussion machines and print hammers [37]. The dynamics of billiards is a broad and
interesting area [15]. More specifically, the model under study in this paper can be seen as a gravitational billiard
[11, 10]. A general exposition of the subject as well as a large number of references to other applications can be
found in the review [34] and the books [3, 23].
We thus have a class of low-dimensional dynamical impact systems exhibiting a very distinctive behavior, that
is commonly associated with systems of many interacting particles. In spite of the inherent difficulty of these systems,
we obtain a reasonably complete picture of its dynamics, a large part of which we can prove.
In what follows we give a detailed description of the model, the main theorems as well as the main conjecture,
in Section 2. Here we also present the numerical evidence for the main Conjecture. In Section 3 we prove that all
periodic orbits are attractors (a result announced in [41] and [42]). Sections 4, 5 contain the main results. In the first
we supply the partial proof of the Conjecture and in the other two we make a detailed study of periodic orbits.
Acknowledgements: We want to thank Juan Campos for many useful comments such as, among other things, one
that resulted in the erratum contained in this paper. In addition, JJPV gratefully acknowledges a fellowship granted












Figure 2.1: The model (Figure from [41]).
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2 The Model and the Main Results
In this section we define the model, give the main results, and specify what we can prove. Full details and proofs
appear in subsequent sections. The numerical evidence of the Main Conjecture (Conjecture 2.2) is also given in this
section.
The model consists of a particle bouncing down a staircase as depicted in Figure 2.1. The steps of the staircase
are rectangular (with sides of length a and b) and the staircase itself is forward inclined over an angle φ. We always
assume that the particle falls at least one step during its orbit (the other orbits being trivial). The particle has initial
conditions V = (u, v), its velocity, and position z (see Figure 2.1). These three coordinates define the dynamical space.
The coordinates of the parameter space consist of the two restitution coefficients et (tangential) and en (normal). In
general momentum is not conserved during a collision. This is true for the momentum perpendicular to the collision
plane (hence en ∈ (0, 1)) as well as the momentum tangential to it (hence et ∈ (0, 1) (see for example [4]). We have
used these same conventions for example in [41]. The parameter κ ≡ ab tanφ which we call ‘inclination’ after the angle
φ at which the staircase is tilted (see the figure).
Upon launching the particle goes in a ballistic orbit with initial conditions (u, v, x = 0, y = 0) until it collides
with the staircase at some y = −na. At this point the coordinates of the particle are determined by:
uc = u + gst
vc = v − gct
xc = ut + 12gst
2
yc = vt− 12gct2 = −na
(2.1)
We have defined the parameters s ≡ sin φ and c ≡ cos φ. The number n is called the jump number. These equations
can be solved for the time of flight t. The initial conditions at the start of the next jump are then determined by the
law of restitution at the point of collision:
u′ = etu
v′ = −env .
Here (u, v) is the velocity of the particle just before landing and (u′, v′) just after. The coefficient of restitution greatly
influences the dynamics of a particle (see for example [7]). Since in applications, these may not be known or may vary,
we keep these as parameters.
It is convenient to write out the final equations in a different set of coordinates:
X = xb , Y =
y














This change of coordinates is singular at φ = 0. This case, φ = 0, is an interesting special case, with its own particu-




It is easy to integrate the above equations (by first solving for the time of flight) to get the dynamical system F
which expresses the velocity and position (u′, v′, z′) at take-off in terms of those at the previous take-off, (u, v, z). Thus
for each value of the parameters the above dynamical system F is in fact a map Fet,en,κ : IR
+ × IR+ × [0, 1− κ) →
IR+ × IR+ × [0, 1− κ) given by:






z′ = n(1− κ) + z − 2κ(u + v)(v +√v2 + n)
(2.3)
where n is determined by the requirement that
n smallest non negative integer such that z′ ≥ 0 . (2.4)
It is clear from the above equations that such an n exists. Note that the velocity components are assumed to be non-
negative. We assume that if both components are zero, then the particle rests and does not jump (this is consistent
with the above equations). Of course z′ will be largest in a near vertical (parallel to gravity) fall. This happens for
example when z = 0 and u and v tend to zero. One verifies that z′ < 1− κ.
We will make use of the following.
Observation: We have
(κu + v)2
1− κ ≥ 4κv(u + v) since (κu + v)
2 − (1− κ)4κv(u + v) = (κ(u + 2v)− v)2 ≥ 0 .
Inspection of Equation (2.3) easily leads to the conclusion that
n = 0 if and only if z ≥ 4κv(u + v) , (2.5)
and if that condition does not hold, the jump number is determined by
n = ceil {Q(u, v, z)} where Q(u, v, z) ≡ 2κ(u + v)
(1− κ)2
[
κu + v +
√
(κu + v)2 − (1− κ)z
]
− z
1− κ . (2.6)
(For future reference we note that the above observation implies that whenever n > 0, the term under the root is
non-negative.) Due to the discontinuities DF (ξ0) is not defined for values ξ0 such that Q(ξ0) ∈ IN. Extend the
definition by allowing DF to be the unique linear operator defined on all of X as satisfying
F (ξ(t))− F (ξ0) = DF (ξ0) · (ξ(t)− ξ0) +O(|ξ(t)− ξ0)|2)
only along (differentiable) paths ξ(t) with ξ(0) = ξ0 and such that Q(ξ(t)) ≥ Q(ξ0) (paths of constant n). We will use
this extension throughout the paper wherever necessary.
Throughout this paper we will denote the dynamical space IR+× IR+× [0, 1−κ) by X and the parameter space
(0, 1)3 by P . One of our main interests is to understand the so-called criterion map. This map, σ : X×P → {I, II, III},
assigns to each initial condition in ξ ∈ X and each parameter value in p ∈ P an element in {I, II, III} according to
the following criterion:
The orbit with initial condition (ξ, p) eventually stops then σ(ξ, p) = I .
The velocity of the orbit with initial condition (ξ, p) tends to infinity then σ(ξ, p) = III .
else then σ(ξ, p) = II .
The characterization of the dynamics of this system is summarized in the following Theorem and Conjecture.
The first has been proved in [41] and the second has been stated in [41] and [42], and numerical evidence has been
collected here in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. It is one of the main open questions for this class of models and will be partially
proved in Section 5.
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Theorem 2.1 Let ξ = (u, v, z) ∈ (IR+)2× [0, 1− κ) = X and p = (et, en, κ) ∈ (0, 1)3 = P . There are smooth surfaces
κ = κ∞(et, en) ≡ (1− et)(1− en)(1 + et)(1 + en) and κ = κs(et, en) ≡
1− eten − e2n + ete3n
1 + 3eten + 3e2n + ete3n
(2.7)
in P with the following properties:
0 ≤ κ∞(et, en) ≤ κs(et, en) ≤ 1 .
where equality is only possible in the boundary of [0, 1]2. Furthermore,
i) : κ < κ∞ ⇒ σ(ξ, p) ∈ {I, II}
ii) : κ∞ ≤ κ ≤ κs ⇒ σ(ξ, p) ∈ {I, II, III} & orbits of all three types occur
iii) : κ > κs ⇒ σ(ξ, p) ∈ {II, III}
Conjecture 2.2 σ(ξ, p) = II only if κ∞ ≤ κ ≤ κs.
We present our numerical evidence for the Conjecture, see Figures 2.2 and 2.3. In the first et is fixed at 0.2.
Then a 1000× 1000 grid is laid out in the (en, κ) plane (with et = 0.2). For each of these values of (et, en, κ), 10.000
initial conditions (u0, v0, z0) are tested. These have z0 = 0, but the angle of the initial condition (u0, v0) is randomly
distributed between 0 and π/2 (uniform distribution) while the norm of the velocity, |(u0, v0)|, is distributed according




0). Each of these initial conditions is iterated
to decide whether the orbit eventually stops, accelerates indefinitely or maintains a finite velocity. The numerical
criterion for convergence to infinity is that each iterate the speed grows with the factor λ+ > 1 is the greater of the
eigenvalues referred to in Equation 4.3. The criterion for a stopping orbit is that the ‘stopping distance’ (given in
Lemma 2 of Section 4 in [41]) is smaller than or equal to the distance remaining to the edge of the current ramp. If,
after a certain number of iterates, the orbit fails to satisfy either of the these criteria, it is assigned the label “bounded”.
A pixel is colored dark blue, if all initial conditions corresponding to it tend to stop, and light blue if all tend to
accelerate forever. Orange is reserved for those pixels where all initial condition lead either to a halt or indefinite
acceleration. Any other color indicates, that at least one of the 10,000 initial conditions generates an orbit that fails
both these criteria. In the second figure the conventions are the same but now en is held fixed at 0.2 instead of et.
The conclusion from these numerical experiments is pretty clear. Below a surface κ = κs(et, en) all orbits
eventually come to a halt and above it none do. In other words: orbits with inclination less κ = κs(et, en) always
stop. Above the surface κ = κ∞(et, en), which is strictly bigger than κ = κs(et, en), all orbits have speeds that tend to
infinity speed and below it none do. Orbits with bounded but non-zero speed are exclusively possible between these
two inclinations. They appear to be rare; there is only some dust visible in the middle and lower parts of the orange
regions. The boundaries of these regions coincide with the boundaries predicted by the theory (see below) to within
numerical precision.
3 Periodic Orbits Attract
In this section, we show that every periodic orbit of the system has a small interval of translates of it associated to it,
and that this one-parameter set of periodic orbit thus formed attracts an open set of initial conditions. (This notion
of ‘attractiveness’ we use is detailed in the course of stating the Proposition below.) This result was earlier stated
(but not proved) in [41].
Fix the parameters. Suppose the system has a k-periodic orbit which we will de note by O. By this we mean
an orbit {(ui, vi, zi)}k−1i=0 of Equation (2.3) satisfying Equation (2.4) whose least period equals k. From the geometry
of the problem it follows that {zi}k−1i=0 must lie in the half open interval [0, 1− κ). We choose z0 to be the smallest of
the {zi}. We now have the following result.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose the system has a k-periodic orbit O ≡ {(ui, vi, zi)}k−1i=0 . Denote by Dr the open disk in
the plane of radius r centered at (u0, v0). There exists a real number zO > 0 which is maximal with respect to the
property that for all p, q with 0 < p < q < zO, there is an r > 0 such that every initial condition in the open set
U ≡ Dr × (p, q) ⊂ X converge exponentially fast under F to a z-translate of the original periodic orbit.
Proof: Fix the initial condition ξ0 = (u0, v0, z0) of the k-periodic orbit so that z0 = mink−1i=0 zi. Assume that Equation
(2.5) is not satisfied at ξ0. Equation (2.3) implies that if we start with the initial condition (u0, v0, z′0) and the ni do














Figure 2.2: et is held fixed at 0.2. Orbits tend to go always to zero in one region (dark-blue), to infinity is another
(light-blue), whereas both are possible in the middle region (orange). Each pixel represents 10,000 orbits. If a single
bounded, but non-zero orbit was found in 10,000 trials, the pixel receives a different color. Only some dust in the lower














Figure 2.3: The figure is generated as Figure 2.2, with et and en exchanged, so that here en is held fixed at 0.2.
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We first construct zO. As a function of z, n is continuous from the right and piecewise constant. Thus there is a
δ > 0 such that for z′0 ∈ [z0, z0 +δ), n0 is constant. By taking δ smaller if necessary the same applies to the subsequent
ni for i ∈ {0, · · · k−1}. On the other hand if we set 0 ≤ z′0 < z0, then again according to Equation (2.6) upon choosing
(u0, v0, z′0) as new initial condition, n0 can at best increase (because Q is a decreasing function of z). However, that
would contradict Equation (2.4). Thus for every z0 chosen as indicated there is an interval I = [0, z0 + δ) so that for
all initial conditions (u0, v0, z) with z ∈ I the value of n equals n0. The same applies to ni for i ∈ {0, · · · k− 1}. Thus,
by local translational invariance, the orbit of (u0, v0, z) is a translate of O. We set zO to be the supremum of the
values of z0 for which the above holds. (One can check that this reasoning also holds if Equation (2.5) is satisfied.)
Choose p and q as in the Proposition. Choose further p′ and q′ satisfying 0 < p′ < p < q < q′ < zO. Consider
again Equation (2.6). The open condition: Q(ui, vi, zi) 6∈ IN for i ∈ {0, · · · k − 1} is satisfied for all (u0, v0, z) with
z ∈ (p′, q′) and thus there is an ε > 0 so that it is satisfied in Dε × (p′, q′). On Dε × (p′, q′) the functions {F i}ki=1 are
(formally) differentiable, since the ni are constant. By choosing ε smaller, if necessary, we can set things up so that
Dε × (p′, q′) contains an ε-neighborhood of {∪z∈(p,q)(u0, v0, z)}.
According to the previous the derivative of the map F given in equation (2.3) always exists and is uniformly









Here ∗ stands for an arbitrary entry. The eigenvalues of this matrix are its diagonal entries. The projection of F
onto the velocity plane does not depend on z and has a hyperbolic attracting periodic orbit given by {(ui, vi)}. As a
consequence for θ ∈ (et, 1) ∩ (e2n, 1), there is a K such that:







0, z0) in Dr × (p, q), where r is smaller than ε and chosen such that
2LKr
1− θ < ε . (3.2)
We prove that every orbit with initial condition in Dr × (p, q) is attracted to a k-periodic orbit.
Let {ξi} = {(ui, vi, zi)} be the original k-periodic orbit with z0 ∈ (p, q). Furthermore, {ξ′i} = {(u′i, v′i, z′i)} is an
orbit with initial condition in Dr × {z0} (note that z′0 = z0). Taylor’s Theorem applied to the third component of













j−uj)+R2(u′j , v′j , z′j)(v′j−vj)+R3(u′j , v′j , z′j)(z′j−zj)
Here, of course, the remainder terms are estimated by |Ri| ≤ L for i = 1 and i = 2. However, for i = 3 we have
R3 = 1. Thus with the help of Equation (2.3) we get:
z′j+1 − zj+1 = z′j − zj + R1(u′j , v′j , z′j)(u′j − uj) + R2(u′j , v′j , z′j)(v′j − vj) .
And thus





1− θ < ε .
(We used Equation (3.1) to obtain the second inequality and Equation (3.2) for the last one.) This implies that F ik(ξ′0)
(where k is the period) never leaves the ε neighborhood of {∪z∈(p,q)(u0, v0, z)}, and the same of course is true for its
images F ik+j(ξ′0) under F .
Remark: We will from now simply say that the set of periodic orbits thus described forms an ‘attractor’, though this
is not, strictly speaking, the usual convention (see [29, 30] for details about the notion of attractor).
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4 The Attractors at Zero and Infinity
Recall that if κ > κ∞, then every orbit with large enough initial speed will have the property that the limit of its
speed tends to infinity, and if κ < κs, there are always stopping orbits (in fact, that is the definition of κs, see [41]).
Here we refine this statement. In the first case, we exhibit a specific neighborhood of infinity all of whose orbits are
attracted to infinity. In the second case, we exhibit an explicit upper bound on the limsup of the velocity of any orbit.
Together these statements form a partial confirmation of Conjecture 2.2.
From [41] we have the following result.





(1 + κ)u + 2v
]





2κu + (1 + κ)v
]
+ enγ(u, v) ,
(4.1)
where γ(u, v) ≡
√
v2 + n− 2κu + (1 + κ)v
1− κ , (4.2)
and γ tends to zero as the velocities get large (see Proposition 4.2). The characteristic polynomial of the linearized
system associated with Equation (4.1)
p(λ) = λ2 − (et + en) (1 + κ)(1− κ)λ + eten , (4.3)
has a real root greater than 1 if and only if κ > κ∞ (see Equation (2.7)).
The next proposition is a slight extension of results mentioned in [41] (for which reason we include a proof).
Proposition 4.2 i): Let (κu + v)2 ≥ (1− κ)z. Then γ(u, v) satisfies:
−1 ≤ − 1− κ
2(κu + v)
≤ γ(u, v) .








iii): Let (κu + v)2 < (1− κ)z. Then n = 0 and
γ = −2κ(u + v)
1− κ .
Proof: To prove the second inequality in part i), substitute the first inequality of Equation (14) of [41] into Equation
(4.2) to get that:














Then recall that z < 1− κ. The first inequality is obtained by also using the condition given in this statement.







and substitute this into the first n of the third line of Equation (2.3). Subsequently from Equation 4.2 we get
√





and substitute this again in the equation. We then obtain (after considerable algebra)
z′ − z = γ(x)
(




Both z and z′ are in [0, 1 − κ). Setting z′ − z < 1 − κ and solving the resulting quadratic inequality, we easily show
that:





















Here we have made use of the following inequalities for positive x:
−x +√1 + x2 ≤ 1
x
(√
1 + x−2 − 1) ≤ 1
2x
.
In Item iii) that assertion that n = 0 follows from Equation 2.5 and the Observation just prior to it. The value
for γ can then be read off from Equation (4.2).
It is worth pointing out that the linearization of Equation (4.1) is a model that has been studied before in the
literature [38]. It corresponds to the movement of the particle if the stepsize of the staircase tends to zero — or
equivalently the speed of the particle tends to infinity. The complication in the dynamics of our current model derives
entirely from the presence of the (finite) steps.
From now on M denotes the 2 by 2 matrix defined by the linearization of Equation (4.1). Denote the cone
{(u, v) |uv ≥ 0} by C+ and the cone {(u, v) |uv ≤ 0} by C−.
Lemma 4.3 i): The matrix M associated with Equation (4.1) has associated eigenvectors v− ∈ C− and v+ ∈ C+. ii):
Assume κ > κ∞. The matrix M has eigenvalues 0 < λ− < 1 < λ+. iii): Suppose κ < κ∞. Then M has eigenvalues
0 < λ− < λ+ < 1.





et(1 + κ) 2et

















It is easy to see that M maps C+ strictly into itself and M−1 maps C− strictly into itself. Now let S denote the unit
circle in IR2 and P : IR2\{0, 0} → S the radial projection onto the unit circle. Since C+ ∩ S and C− ∩ S are compact,
and by the previous are mapped into themselves by PM , the latter has at least a fixed point in each of these. Of
course each corresponds to an eigenvector, which we denote by v+ and v−, respectively. Statement ii) and iii) easily
follow from Equation (4.3).
To facilitate the analysis, we introduce some more notation. The 2-dimensional system in Equation (4.1) will
be written as
x′ = f(x) ≡ Mx + γ(x)e , (4.5)
where x = (u, v) is the velocity vector, e = (et, en) and M is defined as before. We will furthermore take v− and v+ to
be unit eigenvectors of M . We can decompose each vector x = (u, v) as x = x+v+ + x−v− in terms of its components
in the v+ and v− direction. In the proof of Theorem 4.4 below, the linear function x+ of x acts as a kind of Lyapunov
function. Similarly we decompose the vector e ≡ (et, en) as e+v+ + e−v−, and the vector w ≡ (κ, 1) as w+v+ + w−v−.
The positive quadrant defined as {(u, v) |u ≥ 0 and v ≥ 0} will be denoted by C++. Finally for any fixed K define
the following set:
VK = {x ∈ C++|x+ > K} .
Theorem 4.4 We use the notation just defined and, if κ 6= κ∞, set K ≡ e+2|λ+ − 1| .
i): Fix κ > κ∞. Then all initial conditions in V2K and whose jump number sequences contain no zeros, iterate
exponentially fast to infinity under f .
ii): Fix κ > κ∞. All initial conditions in V4K iterate exponentially fast to infinity under f .
iii): Fix κ < κ∞. Then for every initial condition x the ω-limit set ω(x) of x under f is contained in V c2K , the










Figure 4.1: A sketch of the dynamics in the (u, v) plane. f(x) is in the grey square whose sides have lengths estimated
by Proposition 4.2
Proof: (See Figure 4.1 for a sketch of the dynamics.)
We first prove i). Let x ∈ V2K . Note that λ+ − 1 > 0 and assert that there exists a positive δ such that
x+ =
e+
(λ+ − 1− δ) .
Assume that n > 0. equation (2.5) and the Observation just prior to it imply that the condition in Proposition 4.2 i)
holds. Using that Proposition gives:
(f(x))+ = (Mx)+ + γ(x)e+ ≥ λ+x+ − e+ = (1 + δ)x+ + (λ+ − 1− δ)x+ − e+ = (1 + δ)x+ .
From this we conclude that (f(x))+ ≥ (1 + δ)x+. The statement follows by induction.
Now we prove the second statement. In view of the last item we only need to prove an inequality if n = 0. We
have again that λ+ − 1 > 0. By Equation (2.5) and the Observation, either the condition of Proposition 4.2 i) holds
(in which case we are done) or we are in the case of Proposition 4.2 iii). In the latter case there is a δ > 0 such that
x+ =
2e+
(λ+ − 1− δ) ,
On the other hand, we have
(f(x))+ = (1 + δ)x+ + (λ+ − 1− δ)x+ − 2κ(u + v)1− κ e+ .
We also have that (w, x)2 < (1− κ)z implies
−2κ(u + v)
1− κ > −
2(w, x)
1− κ > −2 .
Putting these three equations together gives f(x))+ ≥ (1 + δ)x+, upon which induction yields the result.
Finally we prove the third statement. Now λ+ < 1. If x ∈ V2K we can choose δ > 0 such that
x+ =
e+
(1− λ+ − δ) .
Now
(f(x))+ ≤ λ+x+ + e+ = (1− δ)x+ − (1− λ+ − δ)x+ + e+ = (1− δ)x+ .
Upon induction one sees that the orbit of x must leave V2K . Furthermore, if x ∈ V c2K we have
x+ ≤ e+(1− λ+) ,
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and
(f(x))+ ≤ λ+x+ + e+ ≤ λ+ e+(1− λ+) + e+ =
e+
(1− λ+) ,
which shows that the orbit cannot leave V c2K .
We see from the above proof that if κ < κ∞, the set V c2K defines a compact trapping region for the map given
in Equation (2.3). The stopping orbits form something like a local attractor. To prove from this information that it
is the only attractor seems hard. In fact it is somewhat reminiscent of the so-called discrete Markus-Yamabe problem
(see [6]).
5 Periodic Orbits
In this section we prove some general statements about periodic orbits and set up the machinery to to make a detailed
study of the existence of orbits with a given jump number sequence.
Denote the semi-infinite sequence of jump numbers by σ. Thus for k-periodic orbits σ is a repeating sequence
of non-negative integers {n0, n1, n2, · · ·nk−1, n0, n1, · · ·} which we denote by σ = (n0, · · ·nk−1). We consider σ as
a symbolic sequence characterizing the orbits. Multiplication with a natural number is defined entry-wise, so that








For a periodic sequence the limit clearly exists.
For ρ ≤ 1 there is a notion of order-preserving symbolic dynamics carefully described in [43, 44]. The idea is that
the collection of sequences {0, 1}IN can be given the topology of the circle from their interpretation as real numbers
in [0, 1] on the base 2 and then adding the relation {0 = 1}. A simple dynamical system is obtained by considering
the right shift hr on this set. The set {0, 1}INρ of sequences with rotation number ρ, is forward invariant under hr.
For each ρ in [0, 1] there is a unique minimal invariant set that preserves the ordering on the circle. Any such set for
a given rotation number can be explicitly constructed (as described in [43, 44]). Sequences that preserve the order on
the circle under the shift hr are called ‘order preserving’ and every one of the minimal sets discussed is semi-conjugate
to an invariant set on the circle induced by a rotation. Details can be found in the cited papers. Visual presentations
of these sets of sequences can be found in [45]. All of this can of course be extended verbatim to ρ ∈ [n, n + 1] by
considering the shift on sequences in {n, n + 1}INρ . We give some general results concerning periodic orbits and set up
the machinery to study specific periodic orbits in more detail.
We first solve for a general periodic orbit with jump-number sequence σ = (n0, n1, · · · , nk−1). The convention is
that n, u, v, and z on the right hand side of Equation (2.3) all have the same subscript index. Thus: v`+1 = en
√
v2` + n`
and so forth. The v equations are independent and easy to solve. By iterating we get that




` + e2kn n` + e
2(k−1)
n n`+1 + · · · e2nn`+k−1 .



































This fixes the velocities: they are now functions of σ, et, and en only. This leads to the following result.
Theorem 5.1 (Uniqueness) Let α be a finite sequence of k jump numbers. Suppose there exists an mk-periodic orbit
with jump number sequence {α, α, · · ·}. Then this orbit is a k-periodic with jump number sequence (α) as given by
Equations (5.2) and (5.1).
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common. These cancel and upon cancelation the expression is exactly the same as the one given in Equation (5.1).
The same holds for
√
v2` + n`.
It thus follows that v` and
√
v2` + n` are k-periodic. So we can apply the same reasoning to u` (see Equation
(5.2)).
For example any periodic orbit with jump number sequence {0, 2, 0, 2, · · ·} is in fact periodic with period 2.
The next step is to obtain κσ(et, en) from the third equation of Equation (2.3) by setting
∆z`+1 ≡ z`+1 − z` = (1− κ)n` − 2κ(u` + v`)(v` +
√
v2` + n`) . (5.3)
This fixes the ∆zi but not the zi. In fact, if the ∆zi are small enough so that all zi can fit in the right interval,
this implies that there is a family of periodic orbits. Indeed the third equation of Equation (2.3) is invariant under
translation along the z-axis. Noticing that for a k-periodic orbit
∑k




i=1 ni + 2
∑k




which is a function σ, et, and en only. Thus for each finite sequence σ, there is at most one value of κ given by
κ = κσ(et, en) for which there is an orbit with jump number sequence σ. The catch is that we don’t know that these
orbits really do exist until we check whether Equation (2.4) holds in each of the k points of the orbits.
However something interesting can immediately be learned from these manipulations. First off, for any periodic
orbit to exist, κ must be equal to a (in principle) calculable smooth function of et and en. Thus periodic orbits of
any given type can at best exist in a part of parameter space which has Lebesgue measure zero. Since of course the
periodic sequences form a countable set, this immediately proves the following.
Proposition 5.2 Given any value of (et, en) the Lebesgue measure of the of (et, en, κ) where periodic orbits exist
equals zero.
Notice however, that every collection of periodic orbits characterized by a single k-periodic sequence σ attracts
a set of positive measure of initial conditions (by Proposition 3.1).
A result that will be of importance later is the following.
Lemma 5.3 (Homogeneity) Let et and en and a periodic sequence σ with period at least 2 be given. Suppose that





{m∆zi} is the only possible solution for a periodic orbit with sequence mσ. We have κσ = κmσ.
Proof: Follows upon inspection of Equations (5.1) and (5.2) for the velocity, subsequently Equations (5.3) and (5.4)
for z and κ.
This result does not imply existence for orbits with sequence mσ. To make that more precise: fix et, en and
a k-periodic (k > 2) sequence. Set κ = κσ(et, en) and assume that at least an orbit with jump number sequence σ
exists. For that orbit we must have:












Since all {z′`}k−1`=0 must lie in the interval [0, 1− κ), it is clear that for m large enough there are no orbits of type mσ.
(Whether given any m there are values of (et, en) such that these orbits persist, is a different question.) This is our
first indication that order-preserving orbits are favored by this system! Notice that the fixed points are exceptions:
they all co-exist (see [41]) at κ = κ∞(et, en).
Proposition 5.4 Let σ : IN → IN be periodic. if there is an orbit whose jump number sequence is mσ for some m > 0,
then for any divisor p of m there is an orbit whose jump number sequence is pσ. (In particular p can be taken to be
1.)
Proof: This is an corollary of the above Lemma. More insightfully, this can be proved as follows. Observe that
an orbit with sequence mσ would also be an orbit of the staircase with only every m-th step left and all the others
removed. The initial conditions are easily derived from the initial condition of the original orbit by rescaling the
equations given in (2.2).
As an example, consider orbits with jump number sequence (0, 4). The set of (et, en) for which such an orbit
exists is a subset of the set of (et, en) for which the orbit (0, 2) exists (see also next section).
Finally,we describe how to check the existence of an orbit with a given k-periodic jump number sequence
σ = (n0, · · ·nk−1). Start by calculating the {zi}k−10 up to a translational constant (local translation invariance). That
constant is then determined by the requirement that mini{zi} = 0. Existence of a periodic orbit with required jump
number sequence, is equivalent to the existence of this particular orbit (by Theorem 5.1). So suppose that z` = 0 for
some ` ∈ {0, · · · k − 1}. Introducing
i∗ ≡ min
q∈IN
{i + qk | i + qk ≥ `} ,
we note that for all i ∈ {0, · · · k − 1} we have zi =
∑i∗








 + m(1− κσ)− 2κσ(ui−1 + vi−1)(vi−1 +
√
v2i−1 + m) .
Suppose that the jump number sequence σ is given by (n0, · · ·nk−1). By construction zi = hi(ni) ≥ 0. These
definitions and Equation (2.4) now imply:
Lemma 5.5 There exists an orbit with given k-periodic jump number sequence σ = (n0, · · ·nk−1) if and only if
∀i ∈ {0, · · · k − 1}, ∀m ∈ {0, · · ·ni−1 − 1} : hi(m) < 0 .
The expressions in this Lemma depend only on σ and the values of et and en.
6 Examples of Periodic Orbits
In [41] we showed that for any positive integer k, there is a function κ0k1(et, en) such that an orbit with jump number
sequence (0k1) exists if and only if κ equals κ0k1(et, en). We also showed (see the Erratum in the appendix) that for any
integer m > 1, for most pairs (et, en) there exists a value of κ such that orbits with jump number sequence (m,m+1)
exist (if m equals 1 or 0 we have existence for all pairs). Here we investigate: orbits with jump number sequence
(011), which is an order-preserving sequence; orbits with jump number sequence (0m) for m > 1 which are multiples
of a order preserving sequence; and orbits with jump number sequence (0011) which is neither order-preserving nor
a multiple of one. We find strong preference for order-preserving sequences. The preference could have important
physical implications, as we briefly explain in the Appendix. On the other hand Theorem 6.2 implies that there exist
an order-preserving jump number sequence σ in {0, 1}IN and pairs (et, en) for which there is no value of κ for which
such an orbit exists.
The calculations in this Section are too complicated to be easily done by hand. We have had to resort to the
use of MAPLE for symbolic manipulation of complicated expressions. We will give substantial details for the first of
these calculations, but after that we will omit the proofs. There is a good reason to perform algebraic manipulations
rather than the less painful strictly numerical calculations (see the Appendix). A detailed numerical study for many
more jump number sequences is desirable but outside the scope of the present work.
We first turn our attention to the existence of the (0011) orbit (see Figure 6.1). For a k-periodic sequence
(n0, · · ·nk−1), we define (
∑




















Figure 6.1: A hypothetical (0011) periodic orbit on an inclined staircase. Note that we assume that z2 = 0. In the text
it is shown that this is allowed.
Theorem 6.1 Fix et and en in (0, 1)2. Orbits with jump-number sequence (0, 0, 1, 1) exist if and only if (et, en) is in
the small (white) region indicated in Figure 6.2.
Sketch of Proof: To avoid confusion between et and en in the calculations, we set x ≡ et and y ≡ en for the
remainder of this proof. We follow the method set out in Section 5 with one additional computational nicety. It turns
out (see below) that all expressions involved are a quotient of two functions. Each of these functions is the sum of a
polynomial in x, y, and roots of such polynomials. To facilitate computations done in MAPLE we carefully separate
numerator and denominator of these expressions.
To simplify notation, we set {m,n} ≡ √ym + yn and simplify up to radicals — that is: {2, 4} = y{0, 2} and
so forth. From the formulas in the introduction of this section one derives the expressions for vi and
√
v2i + ni easily
enough. The result is the following. These expressions are given in the tables below; they share the same denominator
(the multipliers given in the header of the tables).






v20 + n0: y{0, 2}√
v21 + n1: y
2{0, 2}√
v22 + n2: {0, 6}√
v23 + n3: {0, 2}
So, for example, from these two tables we read off that
√

















Figure 6.2: The (0011) orbit exists only where the value of the function ∆z3 − 4κ(0011)(u3 + v3)v3 is negative. That
happens if and only if the pair (et, en) ≡ (x, y) is in the white area. (Horizontal axis: x ∈ [0, 1]; vertical axis: y ∈ [0, 1].)
From this we obtain:
multiply by (1− x4)−1(1− y8)−1/2
u0: x
(






























































Denoting the right hand sides of this table (that is: without the multiplier given in the header of the table!) by
Ui, we now get:
multiply by (1− x4)−1(1− y8)−1




U0 + y{0, 2}(1− x4)
)
(2y{0, 2})




U1 + y2{0, 2}(1− x4)
) (
2y2{0, 2})




U2 + y3{0, 2}(1− x4)
) (
y3{0, 2}+ {0, 6})




U3 + y{0, 6}(1− x4)
)
(y{0, 6}+ {0, 2})
For the right hand sides of this last table, write Li (without the multiplier!), and write D ≡ (1− x4)(1− y8). Finally




































(y + y3){0, 2}{0, 6}+ 1 + 3y2 + 4y4 + 3y6 + y8
)
x4




































Figure 6.3: The function κ(0011) on the unit square, plotted using MAPLE.





























By inspecting the plots of ∆zi in Figure 6.4, it becomes clear that ∆z1 and ∆z2 are negative while the other two are






















































Figure 6.4: The functions ∆z0, ∆z1, ∆z2, and ∆z3 on the unit square, plotted using MAPLE.
of view.) Thus without loss of generality (by local translation invariance) we take
z2 = 0 .
Now the conditions (recall Lemma 2) to be satisfied for the existence of a (0011) orbit reduce to only two
equations, namely replace the jump number by 0 in those equations where it is supposed to be 1:
h2(0) ≡ z2 − 2κ(0011)(u2 + v2)(2v2) < 0 and
h3(0) ≡ z3 − 2κ(0011)(u3 + v3)(2v3) < 0 .
Note that these two expressions are functions of x and y. Since, as observed, we may take z2 = 0, the first condition
is clearly satisfied. In the second equation we substitute ∆z3 = z3 − z2 for z3. For (x, y) in (0, 1)2, it is satisfied only
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when x is very close to 1 while y must be relatively small. Illustrations of this can be seen in Figure 6.2, where the
function h is depicted. The function h is too complicated to be conveniently exhibited here, and the actual proof of
these inequalities may be challenging but bears no direct relation to the problem at hand. We just mention here that
the value of the depicted function at (x, y) = (1, 1/4) equals about −3 · 10−2.
Theorem 6.2 Fix et and en in (0, 1)2. Orbits with jump number sequence (0, 1, 1) exist if and only if (et, en) is in













Figure 6.5: The (011) orbit exists if and only if the pair (et, en) ≡ (x, y) is in the white region. (Horizontal axis:
x ∈ [0, 1]; vertical axis: y ∈ [0, 1].)
The proof is very similar to the one given before. We only give the function κ(011)(x, y) here (recall that we set
et = x and en = y and
√



















(y + y2){0, 2}{0, 4}+ 1 + 3y2 + 3y4 + y6
)
x3
Notice that Lemma 5.3 implies that orbits with jump number sequences (0022) or (022) exist in a region even
smaller than the regions of existence for orbits with jump number sequences (0011) or (011). The system prefers
orbits with jump number sequences whose greatest common denominator equals 1. We’ll look at an example of
this phenomenon and analyze the criteria of existence of orbits with jump number sequence m{0, 1, 0, 1 · · ·}. After
substitution and some manipulation, we see that (compare with [41]):
κm(01) = κ(01) ≡
(1− e2t )(1− e4n)
(1 + e2t )(1 + 6e2n + e4n) + 8eten(1 + e2n)
.
Theorem 6.3 Fix et and en in (0, 1)2. Orbits with jump number sequence (0m) for m ≥ 2 may exist if and only if
(et, en) is in the white regions indicated in Figure 6.6 (for m ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6} only).








































Figure 6.6: The regions of existence (white) of orbits with jump number sequence (02), (03), (04), and (05), respectively
(x ≡ et and y ≡ en). (Horizontal axis: x ∈ [0, 1]; vertical axis: y ∈ [0, 1].)
Finally, we compare the values of κ for the various types of periodic orbits so far encountered. The importance
of this result lies mostly in the two observations. The first is that, without exception, these data indicate that the
rotation number (when defined) appears to be a non-increasing function of κ. The second is that it supports the main
conjecture 2.2. Here are the details.
Theorem 6.4 Denote an arbitrary periodic jump number sequence by σ. We have the following relations on: κ∞,
κ(1), κ(m,m+1), κ(01), κ(0011), κ(0k1), and κs:
1. For all σ and ∈ IN, κmσ = κσ.
2. The above functions satisfy the obvious compatibility relations (where the corresponding periodic orbits are de-
fined). For example for m = 0 and k = 1, κ(m,m+1) and κ(0k1) are equal and κ∞ = κ(1).
3. Let σ be one of the non-constant jump numbers considered in this Theorem. We have that κ∞ < κσ < κs.
4. The following compares certain periodic orbits (wherever defined) with one another. The arrows indicate pointwise
convergence.
κ∞ ←− · · · < κ(3,4) < κ(2,3) < κ(1,2) < κ(01) < κ(001) < κ(0001) < · · · −→ κs.
5. The following compares orbits with jump number sequences (011) and (0011) (only where defined) with the ones
in item 4.
κ(1,2) < κ(011) < κ(01).
κ(01) < κ(0011) < κ(001).
Remarks on the proof: Statement 1 has been mentioned before; it is collected here for reasons of completeness.
Statement 2 merely follows from the definitions of the various functions denoted using the letter κ and Theorem 5.1.
Statement 4 was proved (though not explicitly stated) in [41]. Statement 3 is implied by 4 and 5. Statement 5 is
essentially too hard to do conveniently by hand, and we took recourse to MAPLE.
7 Appendix
One of our aims in Section 6 is precisely to exhibit some of the formulae so that algebraic regularities in them can be
spotted, which could eventually lead to the analytical reasons for this curious preference of orbits with order preserving
jump number sequences. They may point to important new directions in the analysis of these systems.
Order preserving sequences describe the symbolic dynamics of invertible circle maps of degree 1 (whose orbits
have the property that they are order preserving ie: they cannot “cross”). Essentially all order preserving sequences
consisting of only 0’s and 1’s can be obtained by fixing ρ ∈ [0, 1] and d ∈ [0, 1). Now the n-th symbol σn of the binary
sequence σ equals 1 if [(n−1)ρ+d) contains an integer and equal 0 if that is not the case. All these sequences have the
property that limn→∞
∑n
1 σi = ρ, the so-called rotation number. The set of order preserving sequences with rotation
number ρ will be denoted by Σρ. Similar constructions work for sequences consisting of digits k and k +1, any k ∈ IN.
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Sequences in Σρ have a certain ‘optimality’ property. Namely, for all σ ∈ Σρ and all q ∈ IN, every subsequence
of length q in σ has either p or p + 1 1’s in it, where p is such that ρ ∈ (pq , p+1q ). (If ρ = pq then every q subsequent
have exactly p 1’s in them.) These statements can be made precise and proved (see [43, 44]).
The point is that fluctuations in the running mean of 1’s in these sequences are minimal. The relation between
the speed of a particle and its jump number sequence (given in Equations (5.1) and (5.2) for periodic sequences) is not
simple. But one can nonetheless make the inference that “larger” jump numbers lead to larger speeds. Consequently
one expects the speed along an orbit to vary less if its jump number sequence is order preserving than for one that
violates order preserving.
The preference for orbits with order preserving jump number sequences leads (heuristically) to the conclusion
that within a a group of objects all falling together down a slope (an avalanche), the number of internal collisions
(and their relative energies) might be much less than in that of a group of objects that perform a random motion
with a drift. This has far-reaching consequences in the physical description of the conglomerate of these objects. In
particular, internal energy dissipation (that is: the ones resulting from object-object collision) will be small, so that
the motion of the conglomerate will have aspects of that of a fluid or a gas (which is indeed attested in some of the
cited literature).
8 Erratum to Proposition 7 of [41]
Proposition 7 of [41] contains a mistake. That Proposition should run as follows:
Proposition 8.1 Orbits with jump number sequence (0, 1) exist for all (et, en) ∈ (0, 1)2. For jump sequences (m,m+1)
with 0 < m < 5, the corresponding orbits exists except in a region where en is small (see Figure 8.1).
Remark: Presumably for larger m the regions of non-existence get smaller. We have tested this (affirmatively) for




















































(4,5)                   
Figure 8.1: The regions of existence (white) of orbits with jump number sequence (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), and (4, 5),
respectively (x ≡ et and y ≡ en). (Horizontal axis: x ∈ [0, 1]; vertical axis: y ∈ [0, 1].)
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